Science in the American Style, 1700 - 1800

Abstract
Science formed an important element of Anglo-American life throughout the eighteenth century, and not only for the colonial elite. In both private and public realms, in commercial as well as social settings, eighteenth-century science amused, educated, provided prestige, and afforded entrée to empire to an extensive range of people. By the middle of the century, and despite the many challenges endemic to colonial life, a widespread interest in natural phenomena had emerged in America. Although this scientific curiosity began as an adjunct to the metropolitan culture of Great Britain, in the decades leading up to 1800, interest in science came to be identified with an independent and indigenous American culture, and was trumpeted as a sign of a developing American nationalism.
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invents the navigational clock or marine chronometer for measuring longitude. Revolutionary Medicine 1700-1800 book. Read 7 reviews from the world's largest
community for readers. The Illustrated Living History series offers a close look at how Native Americans, explorers, and colonists lived their everyday lives in the America of the 16th-19th centuries. Each title in the series, especially created for grades 5 to 10, has been carefully researched for authentic detail and accurately illustrated to help young readers have fun discovering America’s e The Illustrated Living History series offers a close look at how Native Americans, explorers, and colonists lived their everyday lives in the America of the 16th-19th centuries. The objective is to get the statistical figures that explain the growth of international trade from 1750 to 1850 or 1900. Main interest is in figures of Britain and secondly for USA. Source: http://books.google.co.in/books?id=ie40D6QN1tMC&pg=PA177&lpg=PA177&dq=export+volumes+of+Britain+&source=web&ots=8vyyq1axeW&sig=Xna93ZrIHGdBiuv_qw9TcKG0_wU&hl=en#PPP1,M1.